BLACK & WHITE
In short: the entrant will have to apply black soak off polish on one hand of the model, on the
other hand he/she will have to perform a perfect whithe french style

Jury evaluation criteria
Use of colours: the colour is homogeneous, free of shading and / or stains (3
points per nail)
Free edge: nails have a regular length and shape on all ten fingers (2 points per
nail)
French manicure on all 5 nails: the line of the smile line is the same and uniform
on all nails (from the middle to the left side - 0.5 points for each nail; from the
middle to the right side - 0.5 points for each nail)
French manicure on all 5 nails: the nails have a French manicure without shading,
spots of colour (or other inaccuracies), along the entire length
French manicure on all 5 nails: the nails displays a perfectly defined smile line
which is proportional to the nail bed
Work finish and neatness: is the product completely dry/polymerised? Are there
any visible trace of product or dust?
Cuticles zone: can the product be perceived by touch? Does the work look like it
blends with the natural nail?
Cuticles zone: the cuticles do not display cuts or irritations and denote a careful
manicure
Cuticles zone: is a careful manicure visible and is the colour evenly applied, as
close as possible to the cuticle? (2 points per nail)
Length of competition: 60 minutes to create work on both hands
Total score:
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PLEASE NOTE:
The model must come with nails ready for manicure; however the use of lotion, massage etc. will not be
required.
The model will not present any trace of product on natural nails, which must appear shiny and free of
scratches due to filing, before the competition starts (penalty up to 10 points)
The French manicure must be strictly white (classic pink & white style )
The colour application, carried out with soak off polish, must be black (not pearly or even glitter colours are
allowed)
All forms on free edge will be accepted, provided they are the same on all ten nails
The use of gel and / or acrylic systems, as well as the use of nail polish is not permitted (only soak off polish
is allowed)

